
Wild Fire 141 

 

Chapter 141 - 1 wave 

  

Lu Yang stood back and recovered a bit. After the blazing fast cool-down time came, he heard 

Pyroblastics in his mouth, and his staff pointed seven inches under the head of the black python king. 

 

“1084” (Critical Strike) 

 

The two icy eyes of the black python king stared at Lu Yang instantly, and the snake circled from the 

large stone and rushed towards the landing sun. 

 

The surrounding 12 groups of poisonous snakes are the guards of the black python king. When the black 

python king was attacked, they all swayed towards the landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang turned on the blazing speed, and ran back with a blaze of flames at his feet. At this time, all the 

monsters in front of him were evaded by him. At this time, he no longer evaded, but the fastest Speed 

fled in a straight line. 

 

The surrounding poisonous snakes found Lu Yang and chased them over, but did not find Lu Yang. When 

the black python king passed by, they were chased by instructions. 

 

Copy doorway. 

 

Mao Qiu looked at Lu Yang, who disappeared in the distance, sweating, and said, “How do you fight, 

master? How can I not understand?” 

 

Zhuo Jiu said, “I have a hunch. When the master comes back, he must bring a lot of blame.” 

 

“No, we are so poorly equipped, even if the output of a master is not enough.” Mao Qiu said. 

 



The voice just fell. 

 

Lu Yang’s figure emerged from the hillside. Sun Yu and Zhuo Jiu Qing Ping and others just showed a 

happy expression, but found that countless poisonous snakes appeared behind Lu Yang. Among the 

many poisonous snakes, one was up to 10 yards The giant black poisonous snake is particularly 

noticeable. 

 

“This is the boss.” Vulcan M16 said dumbly. 

 

In the previous copy, if they encountered so many blame at one time, they either ran out of the copy or 

had to wait for death. 

 

“Run, there is a copy of the entrance behind, we can run out.” Mao Qiu shouted subconsciously. 

 

Zhuojiu poured a hand on the hair ball and shouted, “Don’t worry, listen to the master’s arrangement.” 

 

He instinctively felt that Lu Yang was not a person who would make such low-level mistakes. 

 

“The muddy wine eats anti-toxic drugs and prepares to pick up the boss. The others back.” Lu Yang sent 

a message to everyone as he ran. 

 

“Okay.” The turbid wine poured into the sea of fire released by Lu Yang, and the square shield stood on 

the ground, ready to pick up monsters at any time. 

 

As a professional player, Zhuo Jiu poured a glance to see what Lu Yang would do next. 

 

Mao Qiu et al didn’t understand it at first, but then they all reacted. 

 

“Master brothers are playing so hard, they just don’t know if they can succeed once. If they fail, we all 

have to hang up.” Mao Qiu said. 

 



The outside knife laughed and said, “It’s cool enough to die, it’s worth trying.” 

 

Sun Yu said, “It’s not my Master who is not bad. You see, my habit of pulling bosses is what my Master 

taught me.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile, and he knew that Sun Yu and Zhuo Jiu Qing Qing and others could 

understand his intentions. Sure enough, these people guessed his thoughts and made cooperative 

actions. This is Lu Yang. The happiest. 

 

At this point, he had run down the slope, and there were only the last two waves of mobs in front of 

him. He looked back. There was still 30 yards to his nearest mobs. 

 

He flung his right hand, escaped the dagger and flew forward, and passed the first wave of mobs. Lu 

Yang’s blue light flashed over 30 yards without disturbing the first wave of mobs. 

 

Immediately after the flash of white light, it flashed out another 30 yards without disturbing the second 

wave of monsters. In a blink of an eye, the distance between him and the strange group behind him 

reached 90 yards. 

 

Lu Yang continued to run, running all the way behind the muddy wine pouring, pulling him away from 

the strange to 100 yards, turning around and staring at the strange group approaching quickly, a spell 

was heard in his mouth. 

 

“The Great God of Fire …” 

 

The spell has a read-ahead time of 10 seconds. When Lu Yang was alone for 5 seconds, the strange 

group came to Lu Yang’s 50-yard position. 

 

When Lu Yang read for 7 seconds, the black python king closest to Lu Yang entered the sea of fire. 

 

When Lu Yang read for 10 seconds, the black python king sprayed a poisonous mist on the muddy wine 

pouring shield, and more than 100 black poisonous snakes and variegated pythons behind him also 

entered the sea of fire. 



 

And at this moment, the spell in Lu Yang’s mouth ended, and a giant fireball emerged from the clouds. 

 

Lu Yang adjusted his position and pointed at the center of the sea of fire with his hand, and a giant 

fireball came with a harsh burst of air. 

 

“boom” 

 

The black python king and all poisonous snakes were stunned in the sea of fire. 

 

“3684”, “3712”, “1822” … 

 

Except that the Black Python King is an elite monster, all others are ordinary monsters. They are all 

stunned for 10 seconds after being attacked by a falling star. 

 

A big red bird appeared from above Lu Yang’s head, and Lu Yang pointed a strange group in front of his 

hand. 

 

“Blazing Bird” 

 

The big red bird fell amongst the strange group, inflicting more than 500 damage, and continued to use 

the Blazing Bird immediately after the landing sun. 

 

Huohai itself has more than 500 damage. It can fight more than 5000 damage in 10 seconds. In addition 

to the previous meteor fall damage and Lu Yang’s continuous release of the damage from the Blazing 

Bird, just 8 seconds later. The mobs were all killed by Lu Yang. 

 

System Tip: You have gained 176 experience points (among which, you have 58 points of experience in 

leveling monsters) 

 

… 



 

Countless experiences flipped in their dialogue box, and Mao Qiu looked at the experience bar and said, 

“It’s so cool, I can get to level 12 with another 10,000 experience.” 

 

Said mad knife and others are also excited. 

 

Zhuoju shouted vigilantly: “Don’t rush to celebrate, hit the boss.” 

 

The black python king bite into the muddy wine, and he was prejudged to avoid it, attracting a larger 

amount of hatred. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t worry, this black python king has a total of 3 skills, evil poison, poisonous snake 

fangs, and highly toxic spray. He is divided into 6 stages. For every 5% of his blood loss, he releases evil 

poison and poisonous snake maggot once. Tooth, when the blood volume reaches 50%, he will release a 

highly toxic spray ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ A highly toxic spray is a range attack. The attacked player loses 

60 points of blood every second, which is difficult for ordinary players to bear. However, for players who 

have taken anti-toxic drugs to resist 50 poison damage, it is easy to lose only 10 points of blood per 

second. 

 

Furthermore, the Poison Spray is not a full-range attack, but a directional one. He releases his skills 

based on the output of the player’s first hatred. 

 

… 

 

I haven’t played this copy before, and thought it would be difficult. I didn’t expect that it would be very 

easy for him to resist the black python king after having the anti-toxic agent. Just avoid the fangs of the 

python snake. 

 

Soon, the black python king’s health dropped to 50%. 

 

Lu Yang threw a dagger and appeared behind the python king. The python king suddenly stopped 

attacking, filled his mouth with a green spray, turned his head and sprayed it towards the landing yang. 

 



Lu Yang was sprayed with poisonous mist and continued to drop blood at 60 points per second. 

However, he had anti-toxic drugs, but only 10 points of blood per second. 

 

“It feels like this boss is not as good as the third-level ordinary book?” Mao Qiu said. 

 

“Agree, I feel too simple.” Saiwai knife said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is the benefit of anti-drugs, otherwise evil toxins alone will make it difficult for us to 

resist.” 

 

“No wonder this anti-drug sells so expensively, it really has an expensive reason.” Vulcan M16 said. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 142 - Guild contract 

  

Lu Yang continued to output with a smile, but this time he changed to the free mode. Pyroblast 

suddenly hit the seven-inch part of the Black Python King one by one at a speed of 0.5 seconds per 

round. [Fenghuang Novel Network Update Please search f / h / xiao / shuo / c / o / m] 

 

“1474” (Critical, 5 Burns) 

 

“1474” 

 

… 

 

At the beginning, people such as Zhuoji Pouring and Vulcan M16 thought that Lu Yang was a kind of skill 

that made the spell become instantaneous. However, they found that Lu Yang’s Pyroblast was like a 



machine gun and did not stop. At that time, the five brothers could not help but glance at each other, 

and they all saw the surprise in each other’s eyes. 

 

After 1 minute, the Black Python King dropped to the ground with a height of 10 yards. 

 

System prompt: You successfully killed the black python king 

 

You have gained 4816 experience 

 

The turbid wine dumped and others opened the output rankings and glanced at Lu Yang’s output 

damage. 

 

Output leaderboard: 

 

1. Lu Yang, hurt 94817 

 

2. Vulcan M16, damage 14621 

 

… 

 

Vulcan M16 looked at Lu Yang crying without tears, he felt that he was not playing a game with Lu Yang. 

 

The turbid wine pours and fur **** are also terrifying. 

 

“Master, how did you do that, and how did your Pyroblast every time be the same as Instant?” Mao Qiu 

asked. 

 

Others, such as the turbid wine pouring and Vulcan M16, were also curious. 

 



Lu Yang said, “My explanation is more complicated. To put it simply, it is a free model of a mage, and a 

simplified spell of a mage.” 

 

“Simplify the spell?” Sun Yu and Zhuo Jiuqing asked the five brothers at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You know the free mode. Simplified spells simply mean that the mage can use his mouth 

to pronounce the spells needed to release Pyroblast, and at the same time guide the energy of the 

spell.” 

 

“Mage can still do this?” Vulcan M16 asked excitedly: “Where can I learn this?” 

 

Lu Yang pointed to himself and said, “There is no place to teach this thing, but to figure it out by myself. 

At present, I am the only one in the world.” 

 

Vulcan M16 was stunned, and the turbid wine dumped and others also stunned. They thought that Lu 

Yang had found a certain NPC, but did not expect that Lu Yang himself thought about it. 

 

Vulcan M16 didn’t say anything when he wanted to ask, and he couldn’t say anything when he poured 

muddy wine. Simplified spells are strong. They all saw it with their own eyes. If it is a task, they will be 

revealed sooner or later. They asked Lu Yang to be a good friend. I told them, but this simplified spell 

was developed by Lu Yang himself, and this relationship was a bit big, which is why they didn’t ask. 

 

However, the simplified spell was right in front of me. I did n’t see it and could n’t say it. I saw that my 

brother can still learn. The hair ball still did n’t hold back. He asked, “Master, can you teach Vulcan?” 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said, “You have also seen how much simplified spells mean to a 

mage. Sorry, unless you sign a guild contract with me, I won’t teach it.” 

 

The last time Lu Yang took them to kill the trolls to upgrade from the beginning to the end used the fire 

wall technique. Occasionally, there was a strange escape from the scope of the fire wall. It was Sun Yu 

who was responsible for killing them. Lu Yang didn’t reveal the spell from the beginning to the end. 

 



Today Lu Yang brought muddy wine dumplings and others to make a copy, and intentionally revealed 

that he would simplify the spell to solicit five of them. The fund for establishing the guild was supported 

by anti-toxic drugs. Ordinary players recruited a large piece, and now the only bad one It is a high-end 

player who can lead a team. 

 

The five brothers stunned all of them. Before they had decided to enter this game, they would never 

join the guild, and they would not sign a contract such as a physical contract. However, when they think 

of simplifying the spell, they will see the turbid wine and the hairball. Look at Vulcan M16. 

 

Vulcan M16’s eyes are full of desire, apparently, Vulcan is excited about this skill. 

 

The turbid wine pour and the hair ball looked at each other, then nodded together. 

 

Zhuoju asked, “Brother, I want to ask you what kind of guild you are planning to establish.” 

 

Vulcan M16 showed a surprised expression on his face. He didn’t expect that Zhuo Jiu Qing Duan and 

others were willing to join the guild for him. 

 

“Zhuojiu, no …” After that, Zhuojiu pours out and asks Vulcan M16 not to talk, and at the same time 

looks at Luyang, who wants to know what Luyang is going to do in the game. 

 

Lu Yang said: “My purpose is very simple. I want to build the world’s largest guild in this game and 

dominate the” Second World. “ 

 

“Black blood, domineering, old man in the twilight, bloodthirsty domineering, and the major 

consortiums, why do you defeat them?” Asked Zhuoju pouring. 

 

“It depends on whether you have the blood in your heart, from the ground up, to take those self-

righteous guys off, don’t you think this is a very interesting thing.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The root of the game is competition. The root of competition is who is more talented and who is willing 

to put in more effort. Money and rights are only accessories in the game. The really powerful is your 

heart and your technology in the game. 



 

“It’s been a long time since the guilds’ work is not pleasing to the eye. If you hold this purpose, I have no 

problem,” Mao Qiu said. 

 

Said mad knife said: “I don’t have any opinion. During this time, if there is a master told us to upgrade 

this place, I am afraid we have played with the major guilds in the field leveling area for several times.” 

 

Yeyue listened to the wind and said, “I have no opinion, this game of Master Brother is more interesting 

than what we are playing now, and I am willing to join.” 

 

Zhuoju poured out a laugh and said, “Brothers all agree, then the five of us will accompany the master 

brother once, and the contract is brought, and we will sign it.” 

 

Vulcan M16 said touched: “Thank you, brothers.” 

 

Mao Qiu said: “Don’t be touched, we are not for you, we are just moved by the challenge of the 

master.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Follow me and you will know that this game will be much more vivid than 

you have seen before.” 

 

Lu Yang drafted a contract. At this time, his heart was inexhaustible. The addition of the five brothers, 

who are pouring muddy wine, will greatly help the guild he will soon establish. 

 

“One for each person, just sign your name.” Lu Yang handed the contract to them and said, “I will not 

pay you for the time being, I will give you the equity of the guild. In the future, the guild will start making 

money. The proportion of dividends will depend on your contribution to the guild. “ 

 

This is a standard guild contract. Such a contract will be the mainstream in this game in the future, but 

there are still some advances. 

 

Duzhuo poured a simple look at the contract, signed it without hesitation, and said, “We don’t need 

money for the time being. Is there anything we can do to help with the development of the guild?” 



 

The same is true of Mao Qiu and others. Several people are college students. They have no intuitive 

concept of money. However, they don’t know yet how much benefit this contract they signed today will 

bring them in the future. 

 

Sun Yu saw the muddy wine dumping and others signed a contract ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ came to Lu 

Yang and said, “Boss, my contract.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Do you also want to join my guild?” 

 

“I am your apprentice, of course I want to join.” Sun Yu said solemnly. 

 

Lu Yang felt it, Sun Yu was a second child, otherwise he wouldn’t have pulled the troll Shaman Woggins 

out as a mob, but this child really treats himself as a big brother. 

 

“Brother, if you join the guild, you will be in an endless war in the future, and you will have to fight 

against the major guilds almost every day. Can you adapt to that life?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Sun Yu thought for a while and said, “It’s good to play with the boss, otherwise there would be no one 

alone.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Okay, I’ll give you a contract, too.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 143 - Teach a spell 

  

This is not an ordinary contract, but a three-year long contract. It is equivalent to Sun Yu and Zhuoji 

pouring in the next three years. They can only be in a guild with Lu Yang, and it is not possible to change 

their account. 



 

Lu Luyang watched Sun Yu and Zhuoji pour five people and said, “Actually, not only mages have 

simplified spells, but also paladins and priests have simplified spells. It just so happens that I also know a 

little about this.” 

 

At the same time, the two men with turbid wine pouring and Yeyue listening to the wind widened their 

eyes. 

 

“We also have simplified spells?” Yeyue asked, listening to the wind. 

 

当然 “Of course.” Lu Yang smiled at Mao Qiu and said, “At this level, a hunter has a pet. If a hunter 

catches it, he can single out 3 people.” 

 

“What?” The fur ball couldn’t sit still, and asked excitedly: “What pet, where to catch it.” 

 

For players who choose to play hunters, the biggest hobby is catching babies, especially special babies 

and powerful babies. This is as attractive for fur **** as simplified spells for Vulcan m16. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t answer, watching the mad knife saying, “In this game, there is a god-level equipment of 

the thief in the early stage, the name is Fengdaodao, a 30-level Asian legendary weapon, players can 

wear it in advance if they meet certain special requirements. Know where it comes from. “ 

 

He thought that nothing was happening to him, and his face flushed with excitement when he heard 

this. 

 

“True and fake, is there such a weapon?” Saiwai knife asked madly. 

 

Lu Luyang sent the attributes of his magic fire staff to the team and said, “Look what this is.” 

 

“No wonder you have such a high injury, but you still have such a weapon.” The outside knife saw Lu 

Yang’s weapon completely believed what Lu Yang said, and hurriedly asked, “Boss, where does this 

weapon come from?” 



 

Lu Luyang looked at the eyes of Zhuo Jiu pouring the five brothers. He knew that from this moment, the 

five brothers began to truly admire themselves and were willing to follow themselves. 

 

“Don’t worry, I will teach them spells first, summon beasts and weapons. I will fight them out these 

days, and by the way I will hit a magic fire staff.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Boss, we listen to you.” Mao Qiu said. 

 

“Well, listen to you,” Saiwai knife said. 

 

Wuzhuo said, “Boss, we listen to you.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Twenty-five people agreed, and they found that Lu Yang was much stronger than they thought. It turned 

out that there were so many benefits to signing a contract with Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss, teach us spells quickly, I want to burst into flames just like you.” Vulcan m16 said eagerly. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile and said, “How can it be so easy, I will tell you the internal circuit of 

the fire method first. If you can learn fireball within a week, even if you are great.” 

 

“So difficult?” Vulcan m16 asked. 

 

“You have to be smart in a week to learn.” Lu Yang took Vulcan m16 and walked to the entrance of the 

copy to begin teaching. 

 

After 10 minutes, Vulcan m16 frowned and kept pondering what he didn’t expect. It was so difficult for 

the mage’s free mode to use a simplified spell to release a fireball. 

 



“How about, have you learned?” Mao Qiu asked. 

 

“I still have to research if I go back, it’s too difficult, oh yes, you can go to the muddy wine, the boss 

said the next one will teach you the Holy Light.” Vulcan m16 said. 

 

Zhuozhuo poured his head and walked, and after 10 minutes, Duojiu poured back with a look of 

confusion. 

 

“So difficult?” Yeyue asked after listening to the wind. 

 

“You’ll know when you go.” Zhuoju smiled bitterly. 

 

Ye Yeyue was a little surprised to hear the wind. Among the five brothers, the strength of Zhuo Jiu is the 

strongest. Even he said it was difficult, obviously it was really difficult. 

 

After 10 minutes, Lu Yang took Yeyue to listen to the wind and returned to the crowd. Mao Qiu looked 

at Yeyue and listened to the wind, and found that his brows were also tightly frowned. 

 

“Is it so difficult?” Mao Qiu asked. 

 

“It’s difficult,” said Zhuojiu, Yeyue, and Vulcan together. 

 

“Uh, okay.” Mao Ball raised his hand to surrender. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Well, I have taught you the specific method. We will continue to make copies, and the 

copies will get through. We will go to Mao Qiu and Sun Yu to call Shadow War Wolf, and you will return 

to study skills.” 

 

“Shadow War Wolf, this name is cool enough.” Sun Yu said. 

 



“Then we hurry, I can’t help it,” Mao Qiu said. 

 

Wuzhuo said, “Okay, the three of us will not study it for the time being. This thing is really too difficult.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed from the bottom of his heart. Of course, it was difficult to simplify the spell. It took him 

more than a year to be able to communicate and send and receive freely. He just took the advantage of 

rebirth. Otherwise, he did n’t learn much faster than the others. However, now it seems that there is a 

benefit, the three of them are more worshipped by themselves. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “We continue to play the copy, there are a lot of mobs behind, we will soon see the 

second boss.” 

 

It ’s hard to get a copy of the Serpent Gorge. Except for the many mobs before the first one, there are 

few mobs on the road afterwards, but each one is an elite mob. 

 

Picked up the three equipments dropped by the oldest one, Lu Yang led a group of people to the high 

platform. After the old one’s big rock, he saw a second wave of monsters 60 yards away, a total of six 

cyan two-headed snakes. 

 

Double-headed green snake 

 

Level: 15 

 

Blood: 10000/10000 

 

“Boss ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ You have no big tricks, or you can draw them one by one.” Mao Qiu said, 

confident that he could bring the six double-headed green snakes together to Lu. In front of Yang. 

 

“These snakes are very simple, you see me kill.” Lu Yang released the fire wall on the ground, a total of 

4 rows, 10 fire walls in each row. 

 



I waited for the wall of fire to be completed, and Lu Yang’s feet burst into flames. He fired a blazing fast 

speed towards the two-headed green snake in front of him and came to a position 30 yards away from 

the two-headed green snake. 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

The dark black ripples appeared at the feet of six poisonous snakes. Suddenly, a huge flame beam of 

light stunned 6 double-headed green snakes in place. 

 

“Blazing Bird” 

 

The howling screams, and a big red bird descends from Tianer and dives into the group of poisonous 

snakes. 

 

Lu Yang shot two Blazing Birds in a row, and the two-headed green snake group woke up from vertigo. 

Six poisonous snakes and 12 heads looked at Lu Yang together and rushed towards him. 

 

Luyang and 6 other poisonous snakes came to him within 10 yards to stop attacking and ran towards the 

back, and ran into the fire wall with the poisonous snake. 

 

The venomous snake enters the fire wall and receives more than 500 fire damage every second, and 

repeats the damage every time it passes through the fire wall. 

 

When Lu and other poisonous snakes chased Yang and ran out of the fire wall, Lu Yang’s body flashed 

white and returned to the fire wall. 

 

The viper turned his head and chased into the fire wall again. There were 10 fire walls in total. He ran 

over and killed more than 5,000 blood of the double-headed green snake, and then came back again. . 

 

System Tip: You have gained 214 experience 

 

Chapter 144 - 3 snake kings 



  

A series of experiences suggest that everyone who is standing behind watching Lu Yangxiu’s operation of 

the muddy wine dumpling and others are numb. As a PK master, the muddy wine dumpling and others 

see that someone is better than them. The first idea is how to Win him, but when they saw Lu Yang’s 

flames flashing, they couldn’t think of a way to win. 

 

“Boss, it’s amazing.” Sun Yu shouted. 

 

Lu Yang waved at Sun Yu and said, “You are waiting for me, and there are 6 waves of double-headed 

green snakes, and the boss is behind.” 

 

Lu Yang re-released the fire wall technique. After the fire wall technique formed a sea of fire, Lu Yang 

threw a flashing dagger and ran forward. 

 

“Did you figure out how to deal with the boss’s flames?” Mao Qiu asked. 

 

Zhuojiu shook his head with a pour and said, “If the boss sets the sea of fire first, unless I learn to avoid 

magic, I will definitely not win the boss, and he may even let him die.” 

 

“Me too, I’m afraid the boss can only be hit from a long distance.” Saiwai knife said. 

 

“Boss Pyroblast and archery are fast with me. If I tell him hard, it’s just right.” Sun Yu scratched his head 

and said. 

 

The fur ball nodded in agreement. 

 

Yeyue listened to the wind and said, “Don’t look at me, I can’t fight, just as the algorithm hurts, I also 

learned to simplify the spell, but my level is not as high as the boss, he flickered to release the fire 

resistance ring, followed by 2 Pyroblasts. Just hang up. “ 

 

Mao Qiu said dejectedly: “If the boss used Flame Storm and Blazing Birds, the six of us would not be able 

to beat the boss alone. This is a big difference.” 



 

Yeyue listened to the wind and Vulcan and others sighed at the same time, and their self-confidence was 

hit hard. 

 

Zhuo Jiu smiled eagerly, and said with great fighting spirit: “Then we will work harder in the future and 

have such a good opponent in front of us, which can accelerate the improvement of our strength. One 

day, one day, we can follow Boss PK. “ 

 

Lu Yang just came back with a group of two-headed green snakes and asked, “What are you talking 

about?” 

 

“Zhuo Jiu said,” We are discussing how to defeat you. “ 

 

Lu Yang was happy. He knew that the ability he had just shown aroused the excitement of others. 

 

“Okay, then you have to work hard, but I’m not so easy to catch up.” Lu Yang saw the double-headed 

green snake came in front of him, his body flashed white light on the other side of the fire wall, and 

chased him The two-handed green snake ran back to the sea of fire, and as a result, all died in the sea of 

fire. 

 

“Everyone picks up equipment, we are going to fight the boss.” Lu Yang said to the people who came 

over. 

 

One piece of bronze equipment dropped from the ground, which was the equipment of the priest who 

listened to the wind at night, and Lu Yang gave it to the moon. 

 

The group continued to move forward. On the next platform, they saw a double-headed green snake 

king about 3 yards tall. 

 

Two-Headed Green Snake King (Elite) 

 

Level: 18 



 

Qi and blood: 180400/180400 

 

“It looks a little better than the old giant python king,” Mao Qiu said. 

 

“Of course.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The fur ball blinked, he just looked at the size and felt that the double-headed green snake king was 

easier to fight than the black python king, but the double-headed python king was the second boss of 

the copy, which must be harder to fight than the first boss. 

 

“Boss, don’t you tease me.” Mao Qiu said. 

 

“Of course not.” Lu Yang said with a smile: “The reason why this boss is so good is the poison of the 

double-headed python king. He is spraying poison in full screen, and the damage of the toxin is 70 points 

per second. We have resistance on our body. Poison, offsetting 50 points, leaving 20 points of damage 

per second, it’s very easy to carry them over. “ 

 

Zhuoju Qingping and others and Sun Yu both showed surprise expressions. 

 

“That’s too easy,” said Duojiu pouring. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This monster has no way to play. He only uses poison and muddy wine to open the 

monster. We easily abuse it and fight the final boss.” 

 

“Good grin.” The turbid wine poured over the big shield and ran towards the double-headed green 

snake king, and a sacred punishment hit the double-headed green snake king. 

 

One head of the two-headed Green Snake King pours and bites at the muddy wine, and the other head 

spit out a blue poisonous mist. 

 



Lu Yang’s body appeared a poisonous mist effect that dropped 20 points of blood every second. He first 

released a wall of fire under the boss’s feet, and then gave the boss 5 burning spells. 

 

“Yueyue listen to the wind and add blood to the muddy wine. I will add the blood of other people.” Lu 

Yang said. 

 

“Can you still add blood?” Mao Qiu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course.” 

 

Yeyue listened to the wind and felt that the treatment was a bit stressful. When Lu Yang said this, he no 

longer had to worry about it. He focused on pouring muddy wine and adding blood. 

 

Adding blood is actually a technical task, and it is not necessary to press the cure without a brain. The 

essentials for getting started is to master the degree of adding blood. If the other person is full of blood, 

giving him the cure will lead to ineffectiveness and waste blue. If the blood is not added in time, the 

other party may die. 

 

Lu Yang watched others while outputting, and when Sun Yu ’s health dropped to one-fifth, Lu Yang 

released 5 cures in succession, pulling the upper limit of blood and blood of everyone ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ He is very stable. He has been level 11 and equipped with the book of light. His 

sacrifice has been increased by 2 levels to 3 levels, even though Vulcan M16 has been burned on 5 

levels. The next time he hit a number of crit, the double-headed green snake king did not intend to 

transfer the target. 

 

Mao Qiu, Sun Yu, and others also had no problems. Lu Yang continued to output, up to more than 1,400 

damage per second, and multiple crit effects, making Lu Yang’s output smooth and invigorating. 

 

Three minutes later, the double-headed green snake king was killed by Lu Yang on the ground, and a 

thief’s equipment broke out. 

 

Snakeskin Armor (Black Iron) 

 



Type: Leather 

 

Level: 8 

 

Defense: 5-9 

 

Strength: +6 

 

Constitution: +2 

 

11 additional damage 

 

“Nice thief equipment.” Lu Yang gave the snakeskin armor to the wild knife, and at the same time took 

photos in the game, which he used to write the strategy. 

 

There are pictures and the truth. Lu Yang does not believe in such good equipment. Those players who 

are anxious to upgrade their equipment can live with it. 

 

After recovery, Lu Yang said, “Last boss, let’s continue.” 

 

Continue to walk up the platform, 6 blue single-headed poisonous snakes blocked the way. This kind of 

poisonous snake is still a melee attack. Lu Yang used the old method, the fire and the sea flashed, and 

killed these poisonous snakes several times, and led the team to the end In front of a boss three-headed 

snake king. 

 

Three-Headed Snake King (Elite) 

 

Level: 20 

 

Qi and blood: 200400/200400 



 

“What about this guy’s three heads, not even one color?” Mao Qiu said. 

 

The three-headed snake king has three heads as his name, the largest in the middle, is black, one on 

each side is cyan, and the other is blue. 

 

This three-headed snake king is the same as the three-headed snake king outside, but it is much harder 

to fight than the outside. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 146 - Moonmark Venison 

  

Vulcan and muddy wine dumping and others are stunned. This is Pyroblast, not Fireball. With such a 

high-level spell, Lu Yang can act like an instantaneous one by one in less than 1 second. Release it. 

 

“Too strong,” Mao Qiu said. 

 

Zhuoshu asked, “Boss, how long can your output last?” 

 

“My longest record can last for 10 minutes.” Lu Yang said, it’s just like reading a password twister, and if 

you are skilled in password twisting, you will make mistakes if you talk for a long time. 

 

Vulcan and turbid wine dumped and others were stunned again. 

 

“Boss, if you stand still, don’t you become a standing turret.” Mao Qiu said. 

 



Lu Yang was happy, and the stand turret was also the second title given to the Fire Method by the 

previous player. 

 

“Yeah, I can kill any boss within 10 minutes. For people, only the 35-yard output distance of the hunter 

can restrain me.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Oh.” Mao Qiu breathed a sigh of relief and said, “I thought you were invincible.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “How can there be invincible, the professions of this game are very restrained 

from each other, you will know later.” 

 

In the last life, a god-level hunter posted a video that brought the limit control distance to the peak, 

always maintaining a distance of 35 yards with a fire method, so that he could kill the fire method 

without hitting it once, even if the fire method flashed. Closer, the hunter also has the ability to dodge 

backwards for 30 yards. 

 

However, in the case of Lu Yang, the hunter must have died. He had escaped daggers and could flash to 

him in succession. In turn, the hunter’s bu * would make the hunter miss his death in one place. 

 

“Well, let’s get the equipment, then the boss I will take you to catch the baby.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay, okay.” Sun Yu and Mao Qiu said together, both of them were very eager for a baby who could 

pick one and three. 

 

Lu Yang came to the three-headed snake king to turn on the equipment. It was a thief’s dagger, and Lu 

Yang gave it to the mad knife. 

 

“Back to the city together, you should make preparations first. The place we are going to this time is the 

level 18 monster zone. You have to upgrade there for a while. When you are ready to come to the meat 

boss to find me.” Lu Yang took out the city roll and flew back to St. Gall, walking towards the butcher 

shop. 

 



There are still countless players in the square, because of the bloodthirsty hunting order, Lu Yang put 

the cap on his head to avoid trouble. 

 

The position of the butcher shop is at the entrance of the prosperous avenue in the east of the city. 

When coming to the butcher shop, two fat men are standing at the door waiting for business. One of 

them is the butcher shop owner. He is the favorite of all players in the early stage because He buys 

meat, and players can use the meat to find him and exchange money. 

 

However, few people know that these meats can be repurchased. 

 

Lu Yang came to the butcher’s boss and said, “I want to buy meat.” 

 

“Finally someone buys meat and wants something.” The butcher shop owner asked with a smile. 

 

A purchase bar appeared in front of Lu Yang, with a variety of meats on it, such as venison, pork, beef, 

etc. Each piece of meat was marked with quality and price. The higher the quality, the more expensive 

the price. 

 

Lu Yang clicked to search for Mooncuckoo Venison, and all of them were replaced with Mooncuckoo 

Venison on the purchase bar. There are more than 20 pages with 50 pieces per page. 

 

The moon-stag deer is a rare horned deer in the first-level monster area. Every time you refresh, there 

are only 10 moon-stag deer in tens of thousands of deer. 

 

The Moonken Deer will run away when attacked. The normal movement speed is 1.5 times that of the 

player. There are very few players who can kill the Moonken Deer at the primary level. 

 

There is a feature in the game. Any monster that can obtain meat cannot use magic attacks, especially 

the fire method. After the death, the quality of the meat drops sharply. Only physical attacks can. 

 

As for the role of quality, many people think that it is only useful when selling money. In fact, quality is 

of great use. One of them is cooking. If the quality is sufficient, it can make perfect cooking. 

 



Lu Yang looked at the quality of venison, almost all of which were more than 20, and the price was 

between 5 copper coins and 8 copper coins. Lu Yang bought one by one, and eventually bought 11 

groups of more than 1,000 venison, which cost nearly 1 gold coin. 

 

Just at the gate, I saw Sun Yu and Mao Qiu and others running over. 

 

“Follow me to the chef.” Lu Yang waved and led the team to the Royal Palace of St. Gall, and found chef 

Bogus in the restaurant on the first floor. 

 

Fat chef Bogus was walking anxiously back and forth in the huge kitchen. 

 

“Oh my gosh, my gosh, what can I do?” 

 

Many people have come here to see the fat chef when searching for special tasks, but he ignores 

anyone and does not answer questions, like a lunatic. 

 

Mao Qiu asked curiously, “Boss, what are we doing here?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I’ll tell you one thing, you must remember that in this game, all abnormal NPCs will 

publish tasks, and the benefits given by such tasks are much higher than ordinary tasks.” 

 

Sun Yu and Zhuo Jiu Qing nodded together. 

 

Lu Yang came to Bogus ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ The original crazy Bogus suddenly stopped and looked at 

Lu Yang with bright eyes and said, “I smell the moon-stained venison on you.” 

 

Lu Yang took out a moon-marked venison from his backpack and said, “Is this it?” 

 

Bogus said brightly, “Oh my God, it’s him, can you sell it to me?” 

 

“Sorry, this is for me to entertain friends, I want to boil him.” Lu Yang said. 



 

Bogus was anxious and said, “This is Mooncuck Venison, you know, this is Mooncuck Venison, how can it 

be boiled? In this way, I will teach you how to cook, and you will give me 10 Mooncuck Venison. How 

about the meat, just 10 pieces. “ 

 

Lu Yang waited for Bogus to say this. He took out 10 pieces of venison from his backpack and said, “Well, 

since you said so, I also want to see if there is any new cooking method.” 

 

Bogus took out a recipe from his arms and said proudly, “I’m the royal chef of the royal family. Is there 

anything comparable to what I give you?” 

 

“Thank you,” said Lu Yang. After he took the recipe into his hand, he clicked to learn. 

 

System Tip: You Learned To Make Moon-Creaved Venison 

 

Roasted Moon Mark Venison 

 

Bergamot: 4 

 

Anise: 2 servings 

 

Pepper: 2 servings 

 

Nutmeg: 2 servings 

 

These things are sold outside. Lu Yang said farewell to the chef and took Mao Qiu and others to the 

grocery store, bought the corresponding seasonings, and ran to the level 18 wild monster area with a 

group of people. 

 

Going up from the Serpent Canyon, through the dark swamps, foggy forests, Gore Mountain Road and 

several other big maps, Lu Yang and his team spent more than 6 hours to reach the 18-level map 

Whistling Plain. 



 

“My God, there is such a beautiful place in the game.” Sun Yu’s eyes were full of excitement as he 

looked at the endless Great Plain. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 147 - Rare Elite Rupert 

  

On the red prairie, there were low turquoise bushes everywhere, and a faint blue wolf wandered freely 

from the bushes. 

 

Rupert (rare elite) 

 

Level: 18 

 

Qi and blood: 5000/5000 

 

Lu Yang said: “Good luck, I met him as soon as I arrived.” 

 

“This wolf looks handsome.” Mao Qiu said with bright eyes. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Not only handsome, but the attack is stronger. Rupert’s attack method is shadow damage 

and ignore defense. If you upgrade him to level 20, a bronze level equipment of the same level can be 

defended in 6 seconds. War profession. “ 

 

“It’s so strong.” Mao Qiu and Sun Yu said together in surprise, “Second World” is so difficult to upgrade. 

It is a difficult thing to reach the level 20 itself. In addition, the equipment is difficult to fight, and the 

players who reach the level 20 Most of them are not equipped with the same level of equipment. 

 



“Then we find this summoned beast at this level, can ordinary players die in a couple of times?” Mao 

Qiu asked. 

 

“That’s it,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The summoned beast of the previous life has almost smashed the heads of all hunters. Many hunters 

did not even catch a Rupert at level 50. 

 

“Come here and give me a hand. If you want to catch Rupert, you can only roast moon-marked venison 

with incense.” Lu Yang took out materials such as fragrant fruit wood and moon-marked venison from 

his backpack. 

 

“Come here.” Sun Yu, Mao Qiu, and Zhuo Jiu Qing Duan all ran over and gave Lu Yang a shot. 

 

While cooking, Lu Yang said to both Sun Yu and Mao Qiu: “You two guess the fist, win first, then lose.” 

 

Just when they were about to give way to each other, Lu Yang said, “Don’t give way, this is the rule of 

our guild, and it will be the same in the future. Go home and practice more guessing.” 

 

“Well, then I’m welcome.” Mao Qiu looked at Sun Yu with satisfaction. 

 

Sun Yu felt very entertaining and said, “I’m a master at guessing.” 

 

“Three wins and two wins.” Lu Yang said, looking at the two of them could not help but think of the 

previous guild. Before the last generation and the brothers established the guild, this method has been 

used when distributing equipment, until the guild gradually grew large. Then he switched to the points 

system to determine the ownership of the equipment. 

 

Although the points system has eliminated a lot of trouble, Lu Yang still likes the guessing system at the 

beginning of the guild. 

 



Soon, Sun Yu and Mao Qiu scored the winner. The winner was Sun Yu. The young man was very happy. 

Mao Qiu did not have an unpleasant expression. He just shouted to go home to practice guessing, and 

next time he must win. 

 

Lu Yang cooked a moon-marked venison. 

 

Roasted Moon Mark Venison 

 

Level: 5 

 

Description: Restore 668 points of blood and 668 points of magic to the player within 30 seconds. If you 

continue to use it for 10 seconds, you will get a power +10 effect. 

 

When the scent of venison was floating in the air, Rupert gradually came over. Lu Yang gave the venison 

to Sun Yu and said: “Throw the meat in front of him, Rupert will not take care of you, you Summon it 

directly. “ 

 

Sun Yu did exactly the same, threw the venison in front of Rupert, and Rupert bowed his head and bite 

on the venison. He ate it with interest, and Sun Yu walked carefully to Rupert’s front, right Rupert uses 

Summoning. 

 

Heart-shaped symbols floated over Rupert’s head, Rupert only cared about eating meat, and did not 

notice Sun Yu at all. 

 

When the 30-second summoning time was up, Sun Yu’s name was added after Rupert’s name. 

 

“Great, I succeeded.” Sun Yu led Rupert happily to Lu Yang. 

 

“Look at the attributes.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Sun Yu opened Rupert’s panel and shared Rupert’s attribute picture in the simulation group. 

 



The summoned Rupert has the same level as Sun Yu, his blood has become 886, and his attack power 

has become 104 (shadow damage). 

 

“Yes, with this baby, you will be able to fight monsters much faster. If you summon one more tomorrow, 

you will have no problem upgrading here.” Lu Yang said while cooking, “I have the remaining moon mark 

venison. I’ll make it for you, and you will upgrade here in the next 10 days. “ 

 

“Boss, don’t you upgrade with us?” Mao Qiu felt that Lu Yang meant to leave. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I’m going to a special map to do the task, you first level yourself.” 

 

Next, Lu Yang is busy with a lot of things. I will explain the precautions here. Lu Yang also cooked the 

moon-marked venison and handed all the venison to the muddy wine. Lu Yang returned to St. Gall and 

quit. Up the game. 

 

At this time, it was already late at night, Xiao Liang and Han Ying were already asleep, and Han Fei and 

Han Yu were lying beside him. 

 

Lu Yang stood up, moved his body a bit, re-entered the game, and started to make his strategy to open 

up the expert Viper Canyon in the virtual network. 

 

From the method of killing mobs to the attention of killing bosses ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ From the skills 

of bosses to the output of each boss, Lu Yang has detailed pictures and each output of the boss. Then, 

He opened the official website forum of Second World. 

 

The official website forum is the largest gathering place for players. It is divided into several sections, 

and the one with the most discussion posts is the novice advanced. 

 

Lu Yang posted this post to the novice advanced in an anonymous way, the name of the post is called-

Viper Canyon Expert Ben customs clearance strategy (with photos and tips) 

 

A simple title, Lu Yang quit the game after knocking, watching the dark room and the moonlight looming 

in by the window, Lu Yang changed his position and lay comfortably on the floor. 



 

He knows that starting tomorrow, this strategy will cause an earthquake-like chain reaction throughout 

the game. 

 

Antidote will become the best-selling item in this game, and everyone will desperately copy it for the 

black iron and silver suits. 

 

The studio is no exception, and the guild is no exception. Players who want to upgrade quickly must 

have the corresponding level of weapons. The previous copy cannot be played because there is no 

strategy. The strategy posted by Lu Yang on the forum is not his. The method is the best way to fight 

groups researched by many players in the previous life. The significance of his drawings is only to prove 

that he has reached an expert-level copy. 

 

In the strategy he gave, a team can get a copy as long as there are 10 bottles of anti-toxic drugs, and 10 

bottles of anti-toxic drugs are only 50 silver coins. 

 

At this stage, a level 8 silver weapon usually sells for more than 1 gold coin, making money when it hits, 

not to mention that there are more and more players in the game. When they are not in use, they can 

also sell equipment to other No one will lose money if they use it. 

 

“Look at it together.” Lu Yang murmured to himself, closed his eyes and fell asleep. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 148 - 1 huge sum 

  

Noon the next day. 

 

When Lu Yang woke up, Xiao Liang and three sisters Han Ying had already entered the game. After two 

hours of physical exercise, he also put on a helmet and entered the game. 



 

The screen flashed, and Lu Yang appeared on the square of the city of St. Gall. Suddenly, the dripping 

sound on the messager echoed madly in his ear, as if numerous messages were sent at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang turned on the phone and found that it was Jin Buhuan’s message. 

 

“Boss, I don’t know who sent a Raiders book that opened up the Serpent Canyon Expert. Now countless 

players are looking for anti-toxic drugs.” 

 

“Boss, when are you online? We have 1,100 bottles of anti-toxic drugs.” 

 

“Boss, I can’t help it, ah, ah, ah, at least hundreds of people on the World Channel are buying.” 

 

… 

 

A series of 8 messages were sent by Jin Buhuan. Lu Yang looked at the information and could not help 

but shook his fist. He knew that everyone would be crazy because of his strategy. Just when he wanted 

to call Jin Buhua’s phone, his phone. It rang. 

 

When Lu Yang saw it, it was Jin Buhuan. He shook his head with a smile and pressed the connection key. 

 

“Boss, you can count on the line, the fire of anti-toxic drugs, we are going to get rich this time.” Jin 

Buhuan shouted excitedly, originally Jin Buhuan was not such an impatient person, but today he was 

really stimulated, the world is buying The highest price of anti-toxic drugs reached 5 silver coins, and he 

had 1,100 bottles in his hand but he could not sell them. This feeling made him uncomfortable and 

dying. 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “How many bottles of anti-toxic drugs do you have now?” 

 

“There are 1100 bottles. I dare not sell them when you are not online. However, the old man called me 

and asked me if I need herbs. If I do n’t have any money, I will say that we do n’t need herbs for the time 

being. If there are herbs, Then, I can make more than 1,000 bottles. “Jin Buhuan said with excitement 

and disappointment. 



 

“You didn’t buy it.” Lu Yang said, “This old fox, he still suspects that you sell anti-drugs. You answered 

very well. Now I go to you to get the anti-drugs. Don’t go to the auction house and be him. Discovery is 

prone to suspicion. “ 

 

Jin Buchang was suddenly stunned and said, “Yeah, I didn’t expect this, and I was patronizing and 

excited.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, closed the phone and walked towards the Pharmacists Association. 

While on the road, he opened the chat channel and looked at it. The world channel had fallen into 

chaos, and countless players were using 1 to 5 silver coins bought at high prices for anti-drugs. 

 

Not only the major guilds, but also the rare studios who have rarely seen each other also joined the 

ranks of snapped up, but unfortunately, no one sold it at all. 

 

None of the five silver coins were sold, which made people in major guilds and studios dumbfounded. 

Occasionally, there were several bottles of anti-toxic drugs obtained from other sources, and the price 

of the drugs was marked on 10 silver coins. 

 

However, the price of 10 silver coins clearly exceeded the player’s expectations. In this way, the price of 

the medicine was only 6 bottles, and it was completely inappropriate to buy, so no one asked. 

 

Lu Yang integrated the information on the World Channel, and he found that the highest price of anti-

drugs was 5 silver coins, which was also the highest price in the previous life. 

 

He came to the side entrance of the Pharmacists Association. Jin Buhuai had been waiting there for a 

long time. After getting 1,100 bottles of antiviral drugs from Jin Buhuan, Lu Yang came to the auction 

house. 

 

Upon arriving at the door, Lu Yang saw the deputies of the major guilds such as Liquor Qingfeng and Qu 

Wuyi waiting for people to wait beside the auction machine. On the other side, there were many studio 

players wearing level 5 silver equipment. 

 



Obviously, the bosses of the major guilds and various studios could not be forced, and could only wait at 

the auction house. 

 

Lu Yang no longer hesitated, and put 1,100 bottles and 300 bottles of anti-toxic drugs on his body at the 

auction house, a total of 140 groups, 10 bottles each, the price of 5 silver coins per bottle. 

 

He just hung up at the auction house, and immediately players searched it out and saw that the price of 

5 silver coins was bought without hesitation. 

 

As a result, in less than 20 minutes, all anti-toxic drugs were sold out. After removing 1% of the 

transaction tax of the auction house, Lu Yang finally left 69 gold coins and 30 silver coins. 

 

He hurried to the land trade officer in King City of St. Gall with money and asked, “Is there a piece of 

land in Chengdong Butcher Shop?” 

 

The land trader smiled and spread out the map and said, “Of course, are you sure you want to buy it, the 

price is 22 gold coins.” 

 

Lu Yang delivered 22 gold coins without frowning. In the future, Chengdong will be the main trading 

area for players. 

 

Even if the largest trading area is moved to the north of the city after three months, there is still a lot of 

foot traffic here. There is absolutely no loss in buying land here, let alone selling anti-drugs in this place, 

business will only be better. 

 

Lu Yang has long liked this land. He had no money before. Now he has money ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Lu 

Yang’s first thing is to buy the land first. 

 

The land exchange officer still said with a smile: “Welcome to invest in St. Gall, my friend, this is the title 

deed.” 

 

Lu Yang saw that the land deed was in his own hands, and finally relieved, he bid farewell to the land 

transaction officer and later went to Chengdong Market. 



 

The place he bought was the first one at the beginning of Chengdong Trade Market, right next to the 

butcher’s shop and one of the best shops. 

 

The store is divided into three upper and lower floors, each with an area of 500 square meters. Lu Yang 

opened the door with a land lease, purchased 2 keys through the built-in house store, and spent 10 gold 

coins to purchase a batch of refining equipment. On the third floor. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to Jin Buhuan and said, “Brother, come to the east of the city. I bought a house 

here. After that, you will refining medicine in this house. I will buy all the relevant refining equipment.” 

 

Jin Buhuan was refining his medicine, and when he heard that his eyes were bright, he said, “Boss, I will 

come here.” 

 

Lu Yang issued a positioning for Jinbuhuan. Not long after, Jinbuhuai came to the door. Although there 

are many people in Chengdong Market, there are 6 rows of trade stalls on the avenue. There are players 

selling and buying goods everywhere. Side of the house. 

 

Lu Yang welcomed Jin Buchang and said, “How is this lot?” 

 

“Boss, this location is great.” Jin Buhuan said in surprise: “If we use this place to open a pharmacy, we 

can definitely steal most of the business.” 

 

Lu Yang took out a key and threw it to Jin Buhuan, and said, “After that, this shop will be yours. All the 

refining pharmacists we recruit are refining the medicine in this house. The first floor displays ordinary 

medicine, and the second floor displays The special medicines made by you, the special pharmacists, are 

set by me. The price will be 50-50, and the third floor is where you make medicine. “ 

 

Chapter 149 Making Money Crazy 

  

Jin Buhuan didn’t care about special medicaments. He came to the third floor with Luyang, looking at 

the brand-new refining equipment, and asked excitedly, “Boss, these are medium-level equipment, so 

spend a lot of money.” 



 

“Not much, 10 gold coins.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Intermediate equipment has a 3% higher pharmaceutical success rate than the equipment provided by 

the Pharmacists Association, which can help pharmacists improve their success rate. 

 

“It’s expensive.” The entire net worth of Jin Buhuan is not enough for 10 silver coins. 

 

Lu Yang took out 20 gold coins from his backpack and gave them to Jin Buhuan. He said, “The money will 

be given to you. In the future, you will buy medicinal materials, pay other pharmacists, and sell the 

medicaments. You will do it all by yourself. I absolutely don’t care about you. It depends on your 

strengths what kind of operation the drugstore can develop into. ” 

 

Jin Buhuan looked at Lu Yang with excitement. He didn’t expect that Lu Yang could trust him so much. 

He held the key with his hands trembling, looked at Lu Yang’s eyes and said, “Boss, don’t worry, I will 

definitely open this pharmacy into the largest pharmacy in the service.” 

 

“I believe in you,” said Lu Yang, and the pharmacy will only get better and better when there is no 

special pharmacist here. 

 

Jin nodded hard and nodded, then he frowned, “Boss, what about the raw materials? Our pharmacy 

can’t sell anti-drugs for the time being, but later he found out that he should raise the price. The raw 

materials were monopolized by him. What did he set? What price do we have to accept. ” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Don’t worry, let your pharmacists sell medicines for you. The contracts they signed with 

us are very binding and you don’t dare to disclose the information. Besides, there are businesses that 

make money like anti-drugs. They won’t betray us for money. ” 

 

Jin Buhuan said, “I know how to be the boss.” 

 

Lu Yang went on to say, “As for the raw materials of the medicament, I will establish a guild after a 

while. Among the people I recruit, I will hire a group of professional life players to make them 

responsible for planting herbs. If there is no problem, I can provide you with 3,000 bottles of antibiotics 

every day. Raw materials for poisons. ” 



 

In the game, after the player establishes the guild, he can open his own guild space. In this space, the 

guild can choose a series of survival systems such as farming and breeding. ” 

 

Jin Buhuan said in surprise: “There is still such a game, that’s great. With 3000 bottles of anti-toxic drugs, 

we can make nearly 150 gold coins every day.” 

 

Lu Yang had a bitter smile in his heart. He seems to be making a lot of money now, but there will be a 

few days before the game will open the currency exchange system. If he remembers it correctly, the old 

man of the last generation on the first day of currency exchange 200,000 gold coins were exchanged! 

 

Guilds such as Bloodthirsty and Heroic have also exchanged 100,000 gold coins. In a very short period of 

time, these big guilds rely on gold coins that can be converted into credit points in real time to buy land, 

news and everything in the game. The guild’s useful things have been greatly improved. 

 

Lu Yang knew that if he wanted to establish a guild in that situation, he must have enough gold coins 

and strong strength. 

 

“Don’t think about it far. At present, I have a way to quickly get rid of the old man’s doubts.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 

“What is it?” Jin Buhuan asked. 

 

Lu Yang Yile said, “You put down the herbs left over from yesterday, and then go to the twilight to buy 

medicinal herbs, how much you buy, and I will teach you how to do it when you come back.” 

 

When Jin Buhuan heard that there was something to learn, he immediately ran to find the old man in 

the twilight. Lu Yang took advantage of this effort to take the 600 groups of herbs left by Jin Buhuan and 

began to make anti-toxic drugs. 

 

He put 50 parts of the anti-drug ingredients into the intermediate-level refining furnace for one refining. 

 



The carrying capacity of the intermediate-level refining furnace was 20 spaces larger than that of the 

elementary level. When refining 10 times in a row, Jin Buchang returned to the shop. There were too 

many herbs. He rented a trolley to bring the herbs back. 

 

“Boss, I brought back 6000 groups of herbs.” Jin Buhuan shouted downstairs. 

 

Lu Yang Yile said, “Yes, come on, don’t you always have to learn * furnace refining medicine, I will teach 

you.” 

 

Jin did not want to learn the method of refining 30 bottles of medicaments at one time when he saw Lu 

Yang. Unfortunately, at that time, he had a very low success rate in refining a single bottle of anti-toxic 

drugs. Now he can achieve 100% success, even more. Eager to learn from the furnace. 

 

“I’m here.” Jin Buhuan quickly walked to the third floor holding 1,000 groups of herbs. 

 

Lu Yang just finished refining a furnace of herbs, and added herbs to the refining furnace while saying no 

to gold: “In the 50 minutes you went, I have refined 500 bottles of anti-toxic drugs, and in 10 minutes I 

can refine them. 600 bottles, such a fast shipment speed, late twilight is definitely not the anti-drug you 

made. ” 

 

There is also a pharmacist under the twilight. As long as he calculates a little, he can calculate that the 

gold cannot be exchanged. 

 

Kim nodded and said, “This is indeed the best way.” 

 

Lu Yang put the three herbs in the refining furnace and said, “I’m optimistic ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ I will 

only teach you for 1 hour, after that, it’s all up to you.” 

 

Jin Buhuan opened the video recording equipment and learned it seriously. 

 

Large batches of refining are not much different from bottle-by-bottle refining, but they have 

particularly high requirements on the player’s control ability. 

 



Jinbu changed his school for half an hour, picked up another refining furnace and tried to learn that Lu 

Yang generally made 50 bottles of anti-toxic drugs at one time. 

 

Failed 3 times in a row, and by the fourth time, Jin Buhuan mastered the essentials and successfully 

produced 50 bottles of anti-toxic drugs. 

 

“Boss, I succeeded.” Jin Buhuan said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang said with admiration: “You really are a refining genius.” 

 

Jin Buhuan scratched his head a little, and said, “Boss, can I teach this trick to those signing pharmacists 

in our pharmacy?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course, they have learned better, and we can make more money.” 

 

This technique is the simplest technique. Lu Yang is not a narrow-minded person. When a person is 

powerful in the game, there is no need for full-level equipment. Only the brothers around you can 

become strong. 

 

On the other side. 

 

In the temporary guild hall of the Zijin Dynasty in the south of the city, the twilight old man thoughtfully 

looked at the medicinal material warehouse that had been cleared by one-tenth. 

 

“What is the boss doing?” Liquor Qingfeng asked. 

 

Chi Wu didn’t speak, and Luo Siyu frowned with both hands and said, “It should be suspected that Jin 

does not change, how do I feel that Jin does not change like Lu Yang’s men?” 

 

The old man in the twilight looked at Luo Siyu sharply and said, “Continue.” 

 



Luo Siyu said: “This person was introduced by Lu Yang. We have also investigated the details of Jin 

Buhua before. It is the downcast pharmacist abandoned by the bloodthirsty league. Suddenly he turned 

into a rich boss. Why is it wrong? 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 150 - Wolf City 

  

The silver light dance lightly frowned, and said, “There are still herbs that gold does not buy, how I feel 

like they are used to make anti-toxic drugs, but there is no evidence.” 

 

The spirits Qingfeng said, “Seriously, this really has the style of a master.” 

 

“A bottle of five silver coins for anti-toxic drugs. He sold more than 1,400 bottles this time. If all of our 

herbs were used, it would be really annoying.” Luo Siyu said. 

 

“But we have no evidence. If another raw material is not sold, we will not be able to pile up,” said Liquor 

Qingfeng. 

 

“This is where I am most angry. I am so angry.” Luo Siyu said. 

 

The old man in the twilight had the light in his eyes and said, “Don’t worry, wait and see, the herbs sold 

at noon today were made with all their efforts last night. If about 100 bottles of herbs flow into the 

market one hour later, then sell anti-toxic drugs The person is Jinbuhuan. “ 

 

There are more than 30 pharmacists under the twilight who do not believe that Jinbu does not change 

hands, more than 10 people. Based on the time of 5 minutes per bottle of medicine, an hour is exactly 

120 bottles. 

 



An hour later, the hand came down and reported: “Boss, someone at the auction house is selling anti-

drugs, and more than 1,000 bottles were hung up at once.” 

 

Both Twilight and Rose Rain stood in astonishment, and the strong breeze was even more confused. 

 

“Why so many, is this the other party starting to clear inventory?” Liquor Qingfeng said in surprise. 

 

“Are we wrong?” Luo Siyu frowned. 

 

“Well, regardless of those, buy the anti-drugs and store them up first, and our guild is in great demand.” 

The old man lifted his doubts about Jin Buhuan and Lu Yang. 

 

There are more than 30 studios that have signed contracts with him in the guild. With more than 500 

game employees who have signed formal contracts with him, his demand for anti-poison is very high. 

 

The same is true of the bully, the bloodthirsty bully, the black blood, and the newly-launched ice queen 

Xia Yuwei. They all need a lot of anti-poison to make copies for the players they hire. 

 

“A game that burns money. Whoever doesn’t spend money will be left behind and even eliminated.” 

The old man said, smiling. 

 

It may be a lot of money for others, but for a billionaire with a net worth of 10 billion yuan, he is now 

investing less than one-tenth of his interest in a fixed deposit in a bank. 

 

He burned the money! 

 

Lu Yang stood on the second floor of the auction hall and watched that one bottle of anti-drug and one 

bottle were bought for 5 silver coins. In less than half an hour, he obtained 50 gold coins. 

 

After getting the money from the auction machine, Lu Yang covered his cloak on his head and left the 

auction house. He ran to the goblin camp and found Bissell. 

 



“Hi brother, did you come to see me on purpose?” Bissell sat on a chair in the conference room and 

beckoned to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang came to Bissell and said a few words, “I want to go to the Orc recently, I need to buy two more 

camouflage coats, and I need 10 more anti-drug formulas.” 

 

“An orc? That’s a dangerous place. If you are going there, our goblins’ airship will fly from Saros to the 

border forest this afternoon. If you want to go, you can go with my identity. “Bissell gave Lu Yang two 

camouflage cloaks and 10 anti-drug formulas. 

 

Lu Yang gave Bissell 2 gold and 50 silver coins and said, “Thank you very much. I will look like you this 

afternoon and go to the border forest.” 

 

“No problem, then I will go back to my room to sleep in the afternoon.” Bissell jumped off his chair and 

Yumi walked away. 

 

Lu Yang laughed, this is a benefit of the admiration of venture capital companies, Bissell will give him 

great convenience. 

 

The intelligent AI in the game is too powerful. If it was not Lu Yang who determined that Bissell was an 

NPC, it would be easy to treat him as a player. 

 

Out of the room, Lu Yang arrived at the transfer point and flew to Saros. After landing, Lu Yang walked 

to the northeast corner of Saros, where is a goblin camp. 

 

These six characters are written above the gate of the empty boat operating company. Inside the gate, a 

silver goblin airship is docked above a 30-meter-high brick tower. 

 

In the early days of the game, players did not officially enter the territory of the other race until the race 

war was launched. 

 

Players who want to go to the orcs can only use the goblins’ airships. Lu Yang knew this method, and it 

was revealed in the official decrypted file after the game was played for 5 years in the last generation. 



 

Using a camouflage coat, he turned into a goblin Bissell, came to the camp door, and shouted to the 

goblin on the tower, “Open the door.” 

 

The gate of the camp is not open to the public. Players have no way to enter through normal channels. 

Only when Lu Yang becomes a goblin can he get permission to open the door. 

 

The goblin on the tower saw it was the same, opened the door, and said, “How is the business these 

days.” 

 

“Very good.” Lu Yang took out a gold coin from his backpack and shook it in his hands, making the 

surrounding goblins envious. 

 

“Where do you want to go?” The old goblin under the tower asked greedily ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ 

Borderland Forest. “Lu Yang said. 

 

“The airship set off in half an hour,” said the old goblin. 

 

“Thank you.” Lu Yang threw the gold coins to the old goblin, stepped onto the tower, and entered the 

airship with the help of two goblins. 

 

The airship can take a total of 30 players, at this time there are only a few Goblin helmsmen on it. 

 

Half an hour later, two goblins untied the cables tied to the tower, and the propeller at the tail of the 

airship spun and flew southwest of the map. 

 

The city of Saros itself is in the border zone. After passing through a high mountain and a dense forest, 

the airship landed in the main border town of the forest orcs at the border-Naconaru. 

 

System prompt: You have entered the territory of the orcs 

 



The red reminder made people feel a sense of urgency. He walked out of the goblin camp and looked 

around. There were NPCs of the orcs. 

 

Here is just like Sarros. At present, no player has come here to upgrade. Lu Yang has found a corner 

without the attention of the NPC, and changed to a wolf player by using outer clothing. 

 

The gray-black hair and the six pack abs of the abdomen make the wolf look very strong. 

 

Lu Yang came to the teleportation point and said to the teleporting NPC: “Trouble me to go to Silver 

Wolf City, the main city of the wolf tribe.” 

 

“1 gold coin.” 

 

Lu Yang delivered a gold coin, a flash of white light, and Lu Yang appeared in Silvermoon Wolf City. 

 

Silvermoon Wolf City is one of the nine main cities of the Orcs. The Silvermoon Wolf King is the king of 

this main city. In the last siege battle, Lu Yang once captured it along with other guilds and killed 

Silvermoon. Wolf King. 

 

Lu Yang’s understanding of this castle is extremely profound. Although it looks like the main city is 

dominated by gray and black, the history of its construction here is one of the bloodiest in Second 

World. 

 

 


